Some aspects in the geometry of pairs of positive linear forms on unital C 4_ algebras are considered. Especially, the geometrical relations among the vector representatives of the forms of such a pair within a representation, where both forms can be realized as vectors simultaneously, are studied and discussed in detail. The results obtained in this part extend early results of H. Araki and are intimately related to such functors like the Bures distance and the algebraic transition probability considered by A. Uhlmann and others. The results will be used to discuss and to investigate sonic extensions of geometrical concepts, which have been found to be of interest recently in Mathematical Physics in context of the problems of the so-called geometrical phase.
global phase of the loop y. For n 2 the global phase can be non-trivial, i.e. there are loops ywith n a 2 such that My) 1. We remark that the complex unitary invariant 4(y) has been considered and discussed (at least in case of a = 2) by V. Bargmann within his treatise on Wigner's theorem in [8] . We also note that A has been used there in order to decide between both the possibilities of the unitary or anti-unitary implementability of a given symmetry Y. In fact, following Wigner's theorem, for a symmetry Y' there are only two principal possibilities. Either A((y))A(y) for any loop y (in using the notations from above, -t' = M y) is the loop of the vector states !I'((j)), or we find that A('F(y))A(y) for any loop y. In the first case t'can be unitarily implemented, in the second case only an anti -unitary implementation is possible. In case of dim H ;1 2, due to the eustence of loops y with Im 4(y) * 0, both cases occur and describe an intrinsic property of the symmetry Y.
Besides this interesting meaning of A( y ) we discussed in context of the problem of the implementability of symmetries there is yet another aspect under which the global phase of a loop y can be considered. A loop y, as we defined this term, can also be considered as a caricature of a closed curve in the set of all vector states (with the restriction that neighbouring states are mutually non-orthogonal). We can imagine a variable w, with values in the set of all vector states, which we will force to drive successively through the states of the curve y, starting with a state and finally ending up with the same state w. Now, let us consider as a local law of transportation (or law of conditional choice) for representatives e(w) € S(w) of vector states from one vector state w to some next neighbouring (non-orthogonal) state w' the following rule: if q =(w) € S(w) is given, then e(c)*)€S(w') is defined to* be the c-relative representative of 6f. Note that in our above discussions around A(y) the sequence of vectors q) was constructed from the starting vector '
4p by repeatedly applying this rule. Let now f (w,,) = c be chosen in 5(w0 ). Due to the fat that (y) is nontrivial in many cases of loops, i.e. (y)* I or even Im iI(y) tO, transporting e(w) according to the given law around the loop y globally will cause an effect of anholonomy. In other words this means the phenomenon that if our driving parameter w has rounded the closed curve y and w= w is reached again we will in general have that e(w) = p(r) =A(y)q *'.
For a survey around problems of anholonomy, especially in quantum theory, we refer the reader to M. Berry in [10] . Morever, concepts like relative phase and global phase in more or less specific situations in physics are sometimes referred to as Pancharatnam phase, Aharonov-Anandan phase or Berry phase (cf. [22] , [1) and [9] ; for the mathematician [21] provides a nice short introduction to the phenomenon and gives indications of its physical relevance).
The aim of this paper will be to provide and to investigate some extensions of geometrical concepts like relative phase, relative representative and global phase from the context of considering vector states on B(H) into the more general context of unital C -algebras and their states, or even more generally, to positive linear forms. This change into some wider algebraic context mathematically corresponds to a change in the physical concepts from a pure quantum mechanics frame into that of quantum statistical mechanics. Recently such generalizations have been proposed by A. Uhlmann in [26] , [30] , and have been considered in the set of density operators (cf. [27] -1291).
The generalizations we are aiming at will now be indicated. For this sake, let us suppose (w, ) to be a pair of positive linear forms on a given unital C *-algebra A. Assume (r. H) Is a unital -representation of A on a Hilbert space H such that vectors c, çl'€Hexist with w() = <n( ), c'> and a(-= <n )ç&, i'>, i.e. p is a vector representative (w.r.t. ir) of w, and çliis a vector representative (w.r.t. ir) of c. Such representations always exist. Moreover, one can show that with respect to ( r. H) the representatives q and 0 of wand c can always be chosen In such a way that the linear form
defined by h( ) = ((•), q> on the vN -aigebra ir(A)' (the commutant of ir(A)) is
positive. This is a remarkable fact on its own.
But even more than this can happen. It can happen that (P '= is the unique vector representing u within I ir, H) such that h 1 . a 0 and, at the same time, p' = q' is also the unique representative of w within ( Yr, H) such that h., , a 0. As the analysis shows, if this case occurs for a pair I p, of representatives for (&) , a I within (ir, H) such that Z 0, then the same fact also happens to be true for any other pair (p S, ) of representatives for 1(j, c) within (ir, H ) such that h.. a 0. With other words, this case occurs if the positivity requirement for fixes the relative position in H of two representatives c and 0 to each other uniquely for the given pair ( w, a). Note also that PAN in this case one finds that to each representative of w within { ,r, H} one can find.a representative 27 of ci such that h 2t 0, and vice versa. Moreover, one can prove that, if this occurs for a pair of positive linear forms ( ii, ci), this fact is independent of the special choice of the representation (it, H) provided both linear forms can be represented w.r.t. (it, H) simultaneously by vectors. Hence, the occurence of this fact reflects an intrinsic geometrical property a pair of positive linear forms can possess. A pair of positive linear forms (,c) with the previously described property fulfilled will be referred to as a cc-minimal pair.
For the vector representatives qP and , of the forms &i and ci of a c(-minimal pair w, ci) in a representation (it, H ) the notion of relative representatives can now be introduced as follows. The representative c will be referred to as the ci -relative representative of ci (with respect to it) if çh' is the unique vector representing ci w.r.t. it such that h,. a 0. In this situation we will write rp lI p. By definition, Il ir is symmetric, i.e. if 0 is the ci -relative representative of ci (with respect to it), then also p is therelative representative of w (with respect to iv). Note that, by definition of the term cc-minimal pair, to each representative q' of w w.r.t. (it, H) there is exactly one representative rp of ciw.r.t. (it, H) such that gIIqi. In this situation, let us assume çLc' is another representative of ci w.r.t. (it, H) . Then, we find a uniquely determined partial isometry v € M A ) such that 0 = vJ.c' and p = vv* is the smallest orthoprojection in M AY such that pçLc' cc ', The partial isometry v* = S Gp, //) will be referred to as relative phase between the representatives p of w and ' of ci w.r.t. (iv, H) . It is evident that both the notions of the relative representative and the isometry 8, in a natural way extend the notions of the relative representative and relative phase from the special context of considering pairs of non-orthogonal vector states on B(H) w.r.t. the trivial representation (Id, H) (note that B( H)' = C in this case) into a C ' -algebraic context of considering pairs of cc-minimal positive linear forms of some unital C -algebra A w.r.t. a representation (it, H), where both forms can be realized as vectors simultaneously.
As mentioned above, for an arbitrary pair I , ci) of positive linear forms on a unital C algebra A and given representation (it, H) such that both forms can be realized as vectors simultaneously, we have the remarkable fact to hold that representatives q' and ip of and ci can always be chosen in such a way that the functional on 7r( A) ' is positive, but possibly the relative position among the representing vectors is not. uniquely determined by this condition of positivity. Assume h.' . ^ 0, where ci' and gic' are representatives of the same pair of linear forms w.r.t. another representation (it, H'). Then one observes that h,p(e) h.,p. (e), i.e. the value taken by the form on the unity e is independent of the special representation iv chosen provided is positive. The real w, ci) = h,( e )2, which exists for any pair ( (j, ci) of positive linear forms, characterizes some aspects of the relative geometry of the components of the pair (w, ci). This number (j, ci) can also be calculated without any reference to some particular representation. One can prove e.g. w, ci) = inf w(x)ci(x 1 ), with the infimum extending on all invertible, positive elements x of A. Note that in the special case of some pair of vector states (w, ci) on B(H), and granting the above mentioned observation to be true, B(H) = 1< ci, >1 2 had to be valid for any other two vector representatives (ci, ) of the pair of vector states in question. Therefore, in this case w, ci) is intimately related to the distinguished transition probability between vector states. By considering c) in a rather general situation we are led to one of the concepts of a -algebraic transition probability between general positive linear forms.
By means of this concept we will be able to give the following characterization of e-minimality of a pair { j, 0) of positive linear forms on a unital C *_algebra A: (c), c is cc-minimal if, and only if, for any pair { v, p1 of positive linear forms on A such that O:s i, w and 0 p!5c the condition )= PA( v,p) always implies v w and p c to be true. As mentioned above, for such pairs concepts like (mutually) relative representatives and relative phases can be developped and extended consistently with the corresponding notions for (non-orthogonal) vector states. An essential part of this paper is devoted to investigations of the properties and the geometry of the e-minimal pairs of positive linear forms. Among other things we will show that for a cc-minimal pair ( a, ci) there exists a unique linear form g on A such that g(e) = c)1'2 and yy)c(xx), for all y,x€ A, are fulfilled. The structure of this linear form reflects some aspects of the non-commutativity in the pair { , c). The main properties of g are investigated together with the basic properties of the algebraic transition probability.
Within Sections 1 7, which constitute the first part of the paper, one can find the proofs of all the facts previously indicated. Whereas in Sections 1 -3 we will be concerned with the general C*_algebraic context, from Section 4 on the underlying algebras in the investigation will be vN-algebras and the linear forms considered will be supposed to be positive normal linear forms. It is only for convenience that the vNalgebras considered are supposed to act in standard form on some Hubert space. This will meet the main cases of applications we will have in mind. Especially, in Section S a representation theorem for <c-minimal pairs of normal positive linear forms on such an algebra is proved which reads in terms of the unique solution g. Also several other characterizations of cc-minimality are given in this context. The problems around the definition of the relative representatives and relative phases will be considered in Section 6. To simplify the notations, also in this section we shall mainly restrict our considerations to vN-algebras and normal positive linear forms. In Section 7 we then show how the results of Sections 4 -6 can be extended from the case of vN-algebras and normal positive linear forms to arbitrary unital C'-algebras and their positive linear forms.
For convenience of the reader, some common notations and technical facts that belong, more or less, to the mathematical folclore in the field of vN-algebras and which we will make use of repeatedly throughout the investigations are explained and derived and collected In the Appendix ( Section A). Some of these results and tools (especially A.2 and A.7) are mainly due, respective closely related to some of the ideas developped by H. Araki in [6] .
The second part of the paper contains Sections 8 -11. The results of the first part mentioned will be used extensively for generalizing and analyzing some phenomena of more algebraic -geometrical type in the normal state space of a vN-algebra. The concepts of the global phase, the phase group and holonomy group of a normal state of a vN-algebra will be introduced and discussed. The concept of the global phase is the generalization of our above considerations relating the invariant ii on (discrete ) paths of vector states on B(H). Whereas in Section 8 the discrete case is considered in detail, Section 9 is devoted to the continuous case. The latter case is largely based on the results of the discrete case. The above mentioned groups both are isomorphic respective anti-isomophic to the full group of certain equivalence classes of closed (discrete or continuous) paths in the normal state space arising from and ending in the state in question. The global phases are, roughly speaking, the members of the phase group. The paths considered in the continuous case have -among other things -the following property : two states belonging to such a path form a <<-minimal pair if they are lying close enough to each other on this path. Hence, both the geometrical and topological properties of these paths to a large extend follow from the geometry of pairs of positive linear forms which form a <<-minimal pair. The second part of the paper is finished with Section 11 where first (essentially finite-dimensional ) examples and effects of the theory presented are illustrated. Further examples and applications (to AFD-algebras, mainly) are under investigation and will be published elsewhere.
Generalities on pairs of positive linear forms
Following the line of investigations as indicated in Section 0, in this section we are going to introduce the mathematical concept of an algebraic transition probability. Let A be a C'-algebra with unit e and topological dual space A. Let and a be positive linear forms on A, i.e. u, a € A. Suppose ( yr, H) is some unital -representation of A on the Hilbert space H, with inner product <.,.> For a positive linear form r on A we define a subset S( ,r, r ) C H by S( 7r, r ) = € H: r(x) = <ir(x)ø, >, Vx e A). The representation I ,r,H } is said to be u,aadmissible provided both sets S( r, w) and S( ir, a) are non-void.
In [12] D.Bures introduced and investigated his 'distance' function dA( (j,a) in the case of normal states on a W*_algeba. The definition extends in an obvious manner to unital C-algebras and pairs of positive linear forms. Henceforth we shall refer to this trivial extension. To give the definition, assume 4P, 0 £ H to be vectors of a Hilbert space H. Let fq, and fo be the positive linear forms on the space B( H) of bounded linear operators on H which are generated by qP and 0, respectively, i.e. fq,(x) = <xc', q'> and f<<(x) = <xl, gI'>, for any x E B(H). Then A and dA reduce to the transition probability between the vectors considered or the functional distance between the pure states generated by these vectors, respectively. For a survey on C-algebralc transition probabilities and problems related to them the reader is referred to [4) and the references there. Both the notions P and d have been used in investigations of certain geometrical properties of algebraic state spaces. For instance, in [6] one can find some results which later have been used extensively for deriving crucial properties of the functor P( cf. also our Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.5).
The starting point of the investigations of this paper willbe a result proved in [2: Theorem I and Corollary 1] in case of states w, a on a unital C-algebra A. This result persists to hold for non-normalized positive linear forms. For convenience we include also a proof. The result reads as follows. In general, to a given pair ( c, ci) e A' x A there exists more than one linear form fE QA( c,ci) with 1(e) = PA(W,C )1/2 To give an example, remind the argumentation in the case of A = B( H) and w = I9 ci = fo for vectors ç', çl E H with ç' I çD. In this case both f( . ) = < ( . )ç[,, ip > and the 0-form belong to QA(,ci). There are, however, special cases where uniqueness of F QA( (j, ci) with f( e) = A ( 0 ) 1.12 can be proved. To indicate the solution of this problem, let us suppose (0,0) e A*+ x A. has the property that for positive linear forms w' and ci', with cf !^ u, ci' !^ ci and ) = PA( w' ci'), always w = cf and ci = a* follows. Then, (w, ci) will be referred to as a <c-minimal pair, and the set of all such pairs of positive linear forms will be denoted by T(A )* ( for a discussion see Section 2). Note that on B(H) any pair of non-orthogonal pure normal states yields an example of a a -minimal pair. As we shall prove subsequently in case of =-minimal pairs uniqueness occurs. We remind that ha is defined by h*(x) h(x), for any x € M where I means the complex conjugate of the number z€C. Let us define 'P'E Hand as follows: 
A uniqueness result
In this section we are going to derive a basic result for all what follows (for a preliminary form of the result cf. [5] ). 
(II)
Proof : In accordance with Lemma 2.1 let (w,o} be the uniquely determined minimal pair such that W, o. }<dw,c}. What will be shown now is the existence and uniqueness of fEA* fulfilling condition (I) and I f(y5x)I 6)0(y"y) /2 C0 (x*x) 1/2 for any x,y€ A. Since {o,C} is the =-least pair in r(w,c) (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.1 ), the linear form I also has to satisfy condition (ii).
By Remark 2.2 we know that W, and a. are given by w0(x) = <s(IhI)7r(x) q ',0 and d0(x)=<s(IhI)r(x)4,0>, for any x€A, with p€S(ir,u) and ç1€S(r,c), and hdefinedon Mbyh(y)<yçt,q,> for allyeM'. Let hRv lhl be the polar decomposition of h€M'.. Then, we define a linear form f on A by f(x)=0r(x)vç1,q'>,forxeA.Becauseof vvs(IhI)eM', vv*s(Ih*I)eM , and using the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality we conclude for any X,YEA as follows:
Moreover, applying Lema 1.
Hence, there is at least one fobeying (i )( ii). Assume now we have given g eA with g(e)=P( (j,c )12 and suppose Ig(yx)I is fulfilled, for any x,y€A. Working within the *_representation (,r,H), and adopting the notations from above, we see that g(y*x)k IIlr(y)s(ihI)q?II x Iir(x)vgldI for any x,yeA. Hence, the map ygivenby
is well defined as a sesquilinear form, bounded by one, from a dense linear subspace of s(IhI)H x s(IhI)H into C. Concerning the latter, note that s(Ihi)HC [,r(A)F1 and s(1h1)HC [ir(A)) holds. From the first of these inclusions s(IhI)H=[,r(A)s(IhI)q'] is obtained, whereas the latter inclusion, due to vv s(ihI) and vvs(ihi), yields
Hence, s(lhI)H [ir(A)vg'] in this case, too. We extend the form yby continuity to a bounded by one sesquilinear form y" on whole of s(Ihl)H x s(lhl)H. There is a unique k€B(s(IhI)H) with Ilk 11 :^ land y^ (f, 71 )= <k 37>, for all vectors es(IhI)H. Especially, in chosing r(x)vcL' and ,j =ir(y)s(IhI)p for x.y € A we see that
Because of g((yz)x) =g(z*yx), for x,y,z LA, and since ir is a representation of A, (3.1) implies the relation
Therefore, and since s(Ihi)His invariant under the action of ir(A), for any yEA we get
We define abounded linear operator Kon Hby Ks(IhI)ks(IhI <ir(x)v, q'> , for any x€ A, i.e. g = f, with the F from the beginning of the proof. Since g has been chosen arbitrarily from the set of all linear forms obeying conditions (i) and (ii), the proof of the uniqueness statement is complete U Hence, what we also 'have proved is a fact which we should keep in mind and which reads as follows:
Let both (,r,H} and {,r',H') be unital 5 representations of A. Suppose
q'ES(lr,c.)), q'rS(ir',,) and cS(ir,c), çb'€S(,r',c).

Let v and v' be the partial isometrics in the polar decompositions hRIhI and h' = R . Ih'I of h and h', respectively, where hand h' are given on M' by My) <yr/,rp> and h '(y) = < yr,V. q'>, for all ye M', respectively. Then, for any xcA one has <,r(x)v*cfi,c, >''<ir'(x)v'c',ç">. (3.4)
The unique f determined by Theorem 3.1(l),00 will be denoted by I( c.,, c) and will be referred to as the w, c-skew form on A henceforth. 
Suppose now
Subsequently, we shall be dealing with the case of W'-algebrasand pairs of normal positive linear forms almost exclusively, and the terms skew modulus and skew phase then refer to the original W-algebraic definition.
Properties of C-algebralc transition probability
Unless stated otherwise, throughout this section we suppose A = M is a vN-algebra acting on some Hubert space H, and the positive linear forms considered are normal ones, exclusively. Furthermore, let us assume that Macts in standard form on H, with a cyclic and separating vector 1? and associated to { M, 1') } natural positive cone Pr,. 
(p,v)and u((J,c)u(p,v) whenever (o,o}={p,v}
We can compose these estimates to see
which sometimes is also of use.
Let w, cu E Me..., and suppose s is a real, E >0. We define a set M(c., cu) C M, by setting
ME(w,cu) = {xEM:x^tO, invertible, w(x),c(x'):^E+PM(w,c)"2}.
The following result is true. Theorem Note that both (4.6) and (4.7) show that, with n 1 , M8 (w,c) is non-void, for any n €N. Combining (4.6) with (4.7) yields By the construction of the approximating sequences and since all functionals involved are positively defined, we also see that
4.4: For any s >0 one has
For n -3 a , by Lemma 4.2 the expressions on the right-hand sides of the preceding inequalities tend to PM(c,0112. Hence, HflEME(ø,c) for all neN sufficiently large. Knowing this, and respecting that in the case of states with equal supports (4.1) has been proved yet, we get the general case from (4.2) by continuity (cf. Lemma 4.2) as explained at the beginning I
The result just proved is of importance in a context of concepts and questions referred to as noncommutative probability. We are going to describe and discuss some of these immediate consequences of the theorem. First we remark that for an unital, positive linear mapping 0 acting from an unital C -algebra N into another one M we have 0(a 1 )2t0(a)' for any invertible positive element aeN. This is a welt-known result of M.-D. Choi (13] . 
(a))c(0(a1)).-t(O(a))c(0(a)1)2:PM(c),.
i.e.we get PN(wO,00)+E a). The latter has to hold for any e >0. Hence (4.8) has to be valid for any units!, normal positive linear map 0 acting from N into M (cf. (a 1 ) . Now, by continuity we may even assume a such that its spectrum is a finite set (A 1,..., A n ) C RA{ 0 }, i.e. a = 1Ap1 , for some decomposition (pi ) of the unity e into mutually orthogonal ortho projections Pj. We get
Now, the function At) t(p)a(p)+t 1 cJ(p)c1(p) takes for some t>0 its infimum. A simple calculation shows that f( t f ) = 2 1pk °pk }1/2 ( €Ap )(p1))12 . Therefore 
PM(u,c)"2
where the infimum extends over all such systems (q J ). By our discussion from above, to any e >0 we find such a system ( Pj } with PM( , c)
Therefore, we finally get that
By a continuity argument ( cf. Lemma 4.2 and the analoguous remarks in the proof of Theorem 4.4) we easily see that the assertion remains valid for arbitrary pairs of normal positive linear forms. The result is due to S. Gudder [IS] (cf. also [16] and [17] for the appropriate context). H. Araki and G.A. Raggio [7] proved that there exists a projection valued measure E belonging to Msuch that PM(w,c) is the quadratic mean Let us now come back to the case of a vN -algebra M in standard form. LetI'_ c be the setofalla-minimalpairs of normal positive linear forms on M. We consider F equipped with the product norm topology. The main result of this section will be a representation theorem for u-minimal pairs of normal positive linear forms on a vN-algebra M acting standardly on a Hubert space H. A preliminary form of this result has been derived in (5) . In all what follows the notations and conventions of Section 4 and the appendix (Section A) will be adopted and tacitly used. For a positive linear form w the set S(id,w) of all vector representatives of win H will be abbreviated as S(u). In the case that 0 is <p -associated the notation ç(ì II <p will be in use. The first relation of (5.5) and I f 1 2: 0 make that Appendix 3 can be applied (with the On the other hand, starting from the third relation of (5. 
5) we arrive at another representation of h, namely h( )<(.)cLq,>r<()cl,uuq,><( )ugIc,uq'>. Positivity of h implies s(h)!gp(up)^p(p) and s(h)p(u0):5p0P
however, means that M), a) fand u(o,a)u for the pair (w, a), which is <c-minimal by (I). This completes the proof of (ii).
To prove (iii), let us assume that q', q" S(o) and 4, gb'€ S(a) are given with gicli ç and gil'Ilq". Then, by (i) we know that ((j, a) is c(-minimal. By standard arguments we can be sure to find w €M' such that wq', ww5=p. (.p), wwp'(g') . By (ii) we infer that I(w, a) (y) <yçl, ç> <ygb', q'>, for any y €M. Hence , <(w(p -gii' ) , xi"> 0 for any x E M. This implies p1ç')(w5(P -(P' )0. In view top ')w5w, and since p'(q")p'((P') by our assumptions on cJ" q" (cf. (5.1) ), gil • = w(p has to be followed. By the same reasoning the assumptions on give p'(q)=p' (4) , and w'=ww p'(p)gil=p'(gi)4is clear. To go the other way around, assume gil 11 and 9)€S((j) and gi'eS(c). Suppose VE M, is given such that v 5 
v =p'(ç)p'((P). Note thatp'(ç)p'() is a consequence of (I). Let us define vectors p' =
2). Hence, also vv * p'(çc')=p'((p.)=p'(u(p). Since also uu5=p((P)=p(gil')
, u*u= p(q')=p(q") holds, we have seen that (S.1) remains valid with (P *, p' in place of 4), P, respectively. Let us consider the funtionals h,h' over M' given by h(-)=<(-)ugi,u>, h(' ) = < (. )ugil uç'>. By means of the definitions of (P" and q" we realize that h'() = h(v(-)v). By assumptions (5.2) has tobe fulfilled, i.e. h^O. Therefore, h' is positive,
too. Due to uu p(gi)p(gi'), uu =p(g')=p(') we get p(u')=p(gil')2:p(u4'
). Thus, the conditions for an application of Appendix 2 are given. The result is p(uq')u4'=u4', and ugi"€M+uqf.
Let f,f'€M be given as f(' )=<(' WO, p > and f(-)=<(. )u5 giq">.
By the definition of ç" gil' we realize that f F' holds. Due to the assumption 4 II ç and (5.2) F is positive, i.e. also F' is positive over M. We apply Appendix 2 to the situation at hand and see that
Since p'(p') =p'(gil'), the relation p'(c')ugil' =u*gi, follows. Finally, where we have arrived at is the following:
uup(gis'), uu r p(q ' ), p '(ç ' ) p'((P')=p'(u(P'), ugb'e M.uq', u"gi"€ M'+c'
Hence, gi" Ilç' is seen, and the proof of (iii) is complete.
Suppose now ((j, a) is a cc-minimal pair, and cc ES(o ) . By (i) we know that there are vectors '€S(o) and gii'cS(a) with 4'II9 There Is partial isometry we M' with ç =wc", w*wp(q,), ww=p'(). Since gb'llç"requires p'(gi')=p'(ç, we have gil=wgil'€S(a)
. By (III) we conclude that 1lç. Assume there is another gi"eS(c), with (P" Up. By (ii) we have, for any x M, I(o,a)(x)=<xgi,,q')=<x4",q'>. Therefore <(gil-(P"),yç)=O, for all yeM, and p'()(gi-gi")=Ohas to be followed. Now, (Pilp and 4,'* lip require p'((P)=p'() p'((P"). Thus, gil = (P** has to hold, i.e. Hence, h has to be a positive linear form on M'. Let t, t'eM' be given such that lit V5 1, lit' il^l and q' = tq € S(w1 ), (P* = t4) £ S(a1 ) are fulfilled. The existence of t, t' with the properties indicated follows by standard conclusions from our assumptions ø and a *t a1. On the other hand, from the assumptions w I a and a I o the conditions p(ç')Ip() and p(i')1p( can be derived. Hence, both the linear forms f, gdefined over M' by f(' )=<t')Dq'> and g(' )=<( )ç(i,q'> have to vanish. Let s(t)and s(t') be the supports of t and t', respectively. For n e N we define t, = t + n 1 e and t,1 = C + n 1 e. Then (tt 1 ) and {t', 1 t' } are increasingly directed systems of positive operators of M' such that last upper bound tt,, 1 =s(t) and last upper bound t', -'V = At'). Thus, since h is positive and normal and since F and g are the zero-form on M', we get
and analogously, h(s(t')) = limf(t') 0. This means that both the relations s(t) :5 s(h) and s(t') 25 s(h) have to hold. Since the norms of t and t' are smaller than one, the relations t 2 S. s(h) 1 and t' 2 15s(h) can be followed. According to the latter, and due to Remark 2.2 once more again, we infer that in our situation for any x € M
o1 (xx) = <xtço,xtco> = <t 2xq',xf'> :5<s(h)1xq,xq'> =(,Axx)-<s(h)xq',xq'> '(w-o0)(xx).
This together with an analoguous argumentation in case of c leads us to ,a) a PM(o-oj,a-dl)2tPM((jo,00) . Now, by definition of (W, CF. ) we know that PM(o, a) =PM (c.iO ,00 ). Hence also PM(0, ) = PM(0(j1 , aa1 ) -PM ( w0 , a.). This tells us that {o0,a0 )<c(o-(j1 ,c-a1 )a{u,a} provided that uw1 and a^c1 and w1a1,a1o1. On the other hand, by our considerations following (5.11) we know that for any pair ((j',a') with ((,f,a'}a((j,a) we have that w1 =w-u'and a1 =a-a'obey the relations o J. a and al (j1 . With regard to (5.12) we can now summarize all the derived facts into the following We remark that, for given two positive linear forms o and c, the existence of largest positive linear forms v and p with v s and p ^ c such that v Id and p 1 0, respectively, has been proved first by H. Araki 16] . He refers to this result, which is equivalent with Theorem S.3 (3) essentially, as an extension of the non-commutative Radon-Nikodym theorem of S. Sakai (cf. [191) . We also note that the general supposition of this section saying that M should be acting in standard form over H is of no relevance for the validity of Theorem 5.3 ( in this point we anticipate the reasoning in Section 7) and thus we have decided to give the general formulation at once.
PerturbatIons of -minimal pairs. Examples
In this section some important special cases of <<-minimal pairs of normal positive linear forms will be given. The suppositions and notations of the preceding section will be adopted and tacitely used, i.e. we are working in a vN-algebra M acting standardly on a Hubert space H. Then, the identical representation 
(IhI) =s(IhI)=p(9P)!5p'((). Moreover, Appendix 3 tells us that p(p)=p(gt) implies s(h)=s(IhI)s(IhI)=p'(p)p)
. With regard to the above criterion we can take for established the first parts of the following assertions.
Lemma 6.1: Let ((J' 0) be a pair of normal positive linear forms. Suppose (w o , c) Is the <<-minimal pair such that {o, co ) " (w, a). Suppose the supports s(o)and s(a) of w and a fulfil s(o)s(a) (resp.s(w)2:s(c)).Then, w'w0 (resp. a 0), and s(o)=s(a) implies (w, a) to be <c -minimal. Suppose (u, a) is <<-minimal and s((j)e M fl W. Then, s(c):5s(u) and s(c)"s(w).
For the last assertion of Lemma 6.1 we note that fora " -minimal pair (0,0) according to Definition 5.0 (cf.(S.1)) and Theorem 5.11(1), s(w) -'s(a)has to hold. The skew phase of the pair is a partial isometry of M accomplishing the transformation from the initial projection s(o) into the final projection s(c).Since the inital projection is a central projection the final projection has to be majorized by this central projection, i.e. s(c)s(0) has to be fulfilled. We remark, however, that all these results could be seen also as an immediate consequence of Theoern 5. Then Wk -p u, Ck -C, Pi -4 p and vk -9 v in norm, and the above estimation can be obtained as the limit of the estimations
provided these can be shown to hold for normal positive linear forms with equal supports( u. , Ck,pk and vk have equal supports). In line with this, suppose u, a, p. V £ M+ all have the the same support. According to a special case of Lemma 6.1 each of the (2) and (4) we have
where we used that a)1"2^: 1< e. D> I. Therefore, we have arrived at
Analogously we can show that
Ut
Hence, we can follow that
Therefore, by our discussion from above Remark 4.3 can be taken for proven. The representation Theorem 5.1 gives also some idea for an important class of cc-minimal pairs. Proof: We start with (2) . Note first that for a traclal rwe have s(r)eMflM. By the last part of Lema6.1 s(w):5s(r) and s((j)-s(r)provided ((j, r) has been supposed to be <c-minimal. The vN-algebra N=Ms(r) acting on s(r)His of finite type since tIN yields a faithful normal tracial positive linear form on N. Since s(w)-s(r) also with respect to N and N is finite, s(i) = s( r) follows. The other direction follows from the last part of Lemma 6.1 which then closes the proof of (2).
To prove (1), we will follow step by step the line of the proof of Theorem 5. P)s(a)=s(ao), uu p(tq')s  p(q)s(c). Now, s(o0)=p(s(IhI)p)p(p'()q')p(tp) , where we used that supp(t) p'(). 
Proof: Assume I(o, a) is a hermitian form. Then, by Lemma 4.11(h) I(o,a) = I(a, (j). By Lemma 4.1/(iii) we can suppose that (o, c) is <c -minimal. Let p € S(o) and ç'ES(d)
be chosen such that ç(.cIIp. By our assumptions we get <( ),p> = <( )p,gL'>. The latter also means that I(o,a)= 1(a, w) obtaining that <yF,, p, p> = <yF,,tp, F,,p> = < F,,yF,,q.', p > =< F,,yp, F,,p>   <yp,F,,2p>, for any yEE,,ME,,. Concluding further in this way shows that <yp,F,,kp>  <yF,,"p,p>, for any k EN and yEE,,ME1 ,. Our conclusion is that <yp,Bp><yBp,p> for any B taken from the C -algebra that is generated by e and F,,. Especially, for  B F,,1 ' 2 we get inthis way that <yF,,cp,c,><yBBp,p><yBp,Bco>, for any eE,,ME (-1, ) . Note that in the proof of Example 6.2 we have been following step by step the line of argumentation proposed by the proof of Theorem 5.1 . This made sense because we were also aiming at an Interpretation of the skew phase in the context considered there (cf. Lemma 6.3). In applications like the mentioned question on the behavior of ii under perturbations, however, in most cases we have in mind we will not care about the behavior of the skew phases. In line with this, it is of interest for us to have to our dispose a simple criterion in order to decide whether or not for two given individual vectors , p e H the relation cli tip takes place. Such a criterion, which has its motivation in the above problem and proves quite useful in such a context, reads as follows. 
Propoaltlon6.7: Suppose p,çI.'€Hare given. Let heM', be defined byh( . )<( . )cl',p>.
The following assertions are mutually equivalent: (a) his positive on M' and p'(tp)=p'( (P)s(h). (b)p(p)glc € Mp and p)p'(ç1)=s(h). (c) for € M.. with cL' eS(o), (pis the unique vector within 5(o) such that çIIc'.
Proof
eH let çL' lip in case that h() <(•)q,p> is positive on M' and p'(q)p'(')=s(h).
(
2) A pair of normal positive linear forms (c,c) is.-minimal if, and only if for some p £ S(c.,), q e S(o) such that h,q1 ( . ) =<( ) cp, p> is positive on M, çV Is the unique 4'E S(c) such that a 0 and, at the same time, V' = p is the unique p' £ S() such that
0. 
In order to see this, suppose the pair (c., c) is given and, according to Appendix 7, p £ S() and 4 eS(a) have been chosen such that <, p>
Then, cp(0)e S(c), for any 49 R. Moreover we have h 6( . ) =<() c(e),p>=h(()s(h)) • h(()(p'(çL.) -s(h))) ell iO, for any OcR. Since h(()s(h))"hand h(()(p'(c/)-s(h)))=O
where we used that h=h2:O, due to g'llp and Poposition 6.7. Since a'a", 00, (a'' +a") €R and h, w c'eM',,,.,. we deduce h'2t 0. By our assumptions and Proposition 6.7. p'(p) = p'()s(h) holds, and since s(w')=p'(p) and s(c')=p'( (P), we ',13) ) and s(h')2tp' (7,(a'') ). Since Note that this result has been proved implicitely already in course of the proof of Theoem S.! (cf. also Remark 5.2/(2)). We shall refer to the partial isometry 8(p, 40 = v as the relative phase between the representatives p eS(ø) and 0 eS(o ). According to the definition, we find that the p-relative representative 0' of a (cf. the definition of this term in Remark 5.2/(2)) is obtained from by means of the formula ch'(q',/')P. This shows how the algebraic scheme we discussed in Section 0 can be accomplished in the case of a (standard form) vN-algebra.
have s(w')s(c')=s(h).
Thus s( h')s(h) has to be valid. Due top'(p)=p)s(h)rs(h') once more again, and by the construction of the vectors p(a',) and 9,(cz',13'), we see that s(h')p(a,f3)= p(a',fl) and s(h')p(a'')'(a"'). Hence s(h')ap'(p(a
Let w,w'eM' be partial isometries with w*w=p(q) and w * w' = plo), respectively. We define p'= wp and = w'(P. Because of w* w=plop) the operator w is the uniquely determined partial isometry r in M with rr = p'(p) and q'rq'. Hence We want to comment once more on the relative geometry of =-minimal pairs. From Definiton 5.0 and Theorem 5.1/(i) we know that for a -minimal pair (, 0) the relation s()s(d) holds. We will give an example showing that the relations s(o)<s(w) (i.e.s(c):5s(cj)ands(c)*s((<,)) and s(w)"s() can occure for a=-minimalpair.This then proves that even in case of s(c) s s(w) (cf. the corresponding parts of the assertion of Lemma 6.1 ) equality s ( 0 = s (w) is not necessary in order to assure that W, c} be cc-minimal (but compare this to the special situation described in Example 6.2/ (2) As mentioned in the introduction, the structure of the skew form I(u, ci) reflects some aspects of the non-commutativity in the pair (o, ci). According to Definition 5.0 and Theorem 5.1 this is evident at least in case of a a-minimal pair. In this case one has the feeling that the skew phase u( &), ci) provides a quantity which estimates how far from mutually "commuting" the components of (o, ci) are. We are going to give an example illustrating the notion of commutativity. Hence, many of the results of the Sections 4 -6 which have been derived in the special case of a vN-algebra with cyclic and separating vector persist to be valid (with obvious modifications) in the general case of a unital C-algebra and arbitrary pairs of positive linear forms and 'c-minimal pairs of them, respectively. We omit detailed formulations of these results which are heavily based on (7.1) -(7.3).
I-nce, I(c.,c)(a(
)
APPENDIXES
In this section we collect and prove some auxiliary technical facts and reèults we have need for throughout this paper. Suppose F is a positive normal linear form over some vN-algebra on H. Then, the support of F is named by s(f 
